Shape deformation in two-dimensional electrical impedance tomography.
Electrical impedance tomography (EIT) uses measurements from surface electrodes to reconstruct an image of the conductivity of the contained medium. However, changes in measurements result from both changes in internal conductivity and changes in the shape of the medium relative to the electrode positions. Failure to account for shape changes results in a conductivity image with significant artifacts. Previous work to address shape changes in EIT has shown that in some cases boundary shape and electrode location can be uniquely determined for isotropic conductivities; however, for geometrically conformal changes, this is not possible. This prior work has shown that the shape change problem can be partially addressed. In this paper, we explore the limits of compensation for boundary movement in EIT using three approaches. First, a theoretical model was developed to separate a deformation vector field into conformal and nonconformal components, from which the reconstruction limits may be determined. Next, finite element models were used to simulate EIT measurements from a domain whose boundary has been deformed. Finally, an experimental phantom was constructed from which boundary deformation measurements were acquired. Results, both in simulation and with experimental data, suggest that some electrode movement and boundary distortions can be reconstructed based on conductivity changes alone while reducing image artifacts in the process.